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Section 1

Introduction

“The coach is not a problem solver, 
a teacher, an advisor, an instructor 
or even an expert; he or she is a 
sounding board, facilitator ... who 
raises awareness and responsibility. 

- John Witmore



SECTION I – INTRODUCTION

A. Background

The single greatest factor in predicting student achievement is quality teaching. The impact of 
a quality educator can be measured for years after a student leaves that educator’s classroom. 
With educators playing such a vital role in learner success, it becomes vital that a campus and 
the district support educators as they refine and perfect their craft. 

To support educators, campus and district staff often provide professional learning opportuni-
ties. While the traditional model of district professional learning provides opportunities for 
educators to learn more about current teaching practice, research indicates that no program, 
no matter how well presented, will have a positive impact on teaching without ongoing follow-
up and support (Knight, 2007). Additionally, wholesale trainings do not to provide adequate 
differentiation and customization to scaffold for the individual needs of educators. It, is there-
fore, incumbent on a district to create multi-tiered layers of support that ensures each educa-
tor is able to achieve his/her personal best. 

One layer of support to meet the individual needs of each educator is through a strategic in-
structional coaching model, which provides ongoing support to educators as they improve 
their instructional practice, and to further develop the culture of a professional learning com-
munity. It is the instructional coaching model that recognizes the needs of each educator and 
fosters a spirit of collaboration with the ultimate goal of improved student performance. 

With the expansive role of instructional coaching, the CISD Instructional Coaching Manual is 
provided to educators, administrators and instructional coaches to clarify the expectations to 
ensure the greatest impact of their work.

B. Our Beliefs

• In Coppell ISD, because we believe every educator is a learner (CISD Learning Framework), 
the instructional coaching model supports job-embedded professional learning and the im-
plementation of effective instructional practices. With a specific focus on shared practices, 
collective learning and application, all educators are encouraged to engage in reflection and 
self-improvement. It is through this process that educators are equipped to help close the 
achievement gap and accelerate learning for all learners. Additionally, this model serves as a 
communication link between the district and campus. With an emphasis on learning envi-
ronment, curriculum, design and assessment, instructional coaching provides: 

• Differentiated support to educators as they implement proven practices

• Empathetic listeners that build trusting relationships with a repertoire of excellent commu-
nication skills

• Encouragement and support for educator reflection about their classroom evidence-based 
practice 

• Help in creating a plan that realizes the educator’s goals with a focus on improving instruc-
tion

• Support in developing a deep understanding of evidence-based instructional practices

C. Purpose  

With the principal being the single most 
important factor in leading school in 
transformation (Michael Fullan, 2010), it 
is the principal's responsibility to serve as 
the instructional leader on campus and 
bear the responsibility for change efforts. 
As a campus principal charts the course 
by establishing a mission and vision for 
the campus that is aligned with the dis-
trict mission and goals, it is the instruc-
tional coach that comes alongside the 
principal to help actualize these goals by 
serving as the vehicle for job-embedded 
professional learning (Knight, 2007). 

Aligned to the goals and objectives of the campus and district, instructional coaching is an op-
portunity to engage with educators in an inquiry cycle by examining practices with the focus 
on student learning. The ultimate result is to build educator capacity so they are equipped to 
respond to each learner's needs (e.g. background experiences, learning preferences, interests, 
culture and supports needed) to ensure successful learning.

D. What is an Instructional Coach?

An instructional coach is an experienced, successful educator who embodies the role of learner 
and engages in a professional learning community with fellow instructional coaches.  Their 
work focuses on facilitating improved educator practice in the classroom with the primary indi-
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cator of success being learner academic achievement.  On a campus, the role for an instruc-
tional coach may include that of data coach, resource provider, mentor, curriculum specialist, 
instructional specialist, classroom supporter, learning facilitator, school leader, catalyst for 
change, and learner (Killion, 2009). Rooted in actualizing the CISD Learning Framework, 
through the lens of the Big Four (classroom management, content, instruction, formative as-
sessment) (Knight, 2007), instructional coaches utilize the coaching cycle to work in partner-
ship with educators as equal partners twoards a common goal.

E. Knowledge and Skills Required of an Instructional Coach 

An Instructional Coach must: 

• Demonstrate strong interpersonal skills and the ability to establish trusting relationships 
built on confidentiality and respect.

• Model and encourage collaborative and reflective practice.

• Embed professional learning that supports department, campus, and district goals to sup-
port positive transformation.

• Promote risk-taking in a non-threatening atmosphere that allows educators to explore op-
portunities related to the learning environment beyond their comfort zone.

• Focus on results by using the analysis of data to inform practice.

• Promote the implementation of learning and reciprocal accountability.

• Support the development of professional learning networks across the system (King, et. al, 
n.d.).

• Model the practices in the CISD Leadership Framework.
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Working as a professional learning community, grade level teams work with an instructional coach to design learning experiences.



An Instructional Coach is NOT: 

Responsible for performing daily operations of the campus such as:

• Serving as a substitute teacher or covering other areas (e.g. providing make-ups for 
classroom assessments)

• Sorting and keeping inventory of textbooks and instructional materials

• Performing clerical duties outside of the primary job performance criteria (e.g. mak-
ing copies of materials and assessments for other staff)

• Serving as the administrator designee (e.g. performing administrative tasks in the ab-
sence of the building administrators) 

• Performing Lunch/morning/afternoon duties 

• Developing or preparing campus/department budgets 

Responsible for staff and student supervision and support such as:

• Evaluating educators or communicating information for an administrator that could 
be evaluative or disciplinary in nature 

• Assuming full responsibility for gathering and reviewing student data

• Taking primary responsibility in leading a grade level

• Taking responsibility for student intervention on the campus

• Being assigned as the official mentor to new educators

• Serving as chair or coordinator of extracurricular activities

• Disciplining students in an administrative capacity

• Serving as test coordinator for standardized testing
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Section 2

Instructional Coaching

“The most valuable resource that 
all teachers have is each other. 
Without collaboration our growth 
is limited to our own perspective.” 

-Robert John Meehan



SECTION II – INSTRUCTIONAL COACHING

A. Leadership Tenets

An Instructional Coach is a district leader who works with educators and administrators has a 
significant impact on teacher development and student achievement. As a leader, the instruc-
tional coach must first and foremost embody the tenets of the CISD Leadership Framework.

Attitude and Responsibility - Instructional Coaches believe their attitude is the catalyst that affects 
personal behavior and the influence they have on others. As leaders, they are mindful of their strengths and 
weaknesses and accept the responsibility to utilize them as a service for positive change.

Mutual Respect - Instructional Coaches empower others to take risks necessary for growth and sup-
port an environment where mutual respect is evident. There is courteous regard for one another, allowing 
for honesty, trust, and meaningful communication. As leaders, they value others, consider their ideas, and 
see mistakes as opportunities for correction, reflection, and growth.

Communication -  Instructional Coaches are mindful that effective communication is more than an 
exchange of information and can contribute to shaping relationships and cultures where trust can thrive. 
As leaders, they utilize effective interpersonal skills when interacting with others. 

Growth Mindset - Instructional Coaches embody a growth mindset: a belief that leadership qualities 
can be cultivated and honed through effort, learning, and reflection. As leaders, they believe in their poten-
tial and the potential of others. 

Knowledge and Skills - Instructional Coaches value learning and continually seek experiences to 
develop their skills. Every situation is viewed as a learning opportunity.  As leaders, they promote growth 
within their organizations by utilizing effective facilitation skills that allow for knowledge and meaning to 
be constructed and shared.

Building Capacity - Instructional Coaches seek qualities in others that can be developed and grown. 
They recognize that others have the potential to lead, regardless of title, experience or present skill set. 
Through feedback and coaching, leaders mentor, empower, build confidence, and provide opportunities to 
learn and lead. Leading is a shared endeavor.
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B. The Big 4

The goal of an instructional coach is to facilitate educator growth, development, and profes-
sional learning in ways that lead to higher learner achievement. The coach’s primary role is to 
support professional growth and increase learner achievement in the following four areas: be-
havior, content, direct instruction, and formative assessment.  These areas, known as the Big 
4, align with chapters of the CISD Learning Framework.

Behavior (CISD Learning Framework Chapter 1: Environment)

• Facilitate, with high expectations, educators’ design of learning experiences.

• Model and support educators to design classrooms that include the flexible use of space, 
technology, materials, and time.

• Foster an expectation of participation and individual growth within Professional Learning 
Communities.

• Provide communication about professional learning (e.g. workshops, conferences, and dis-
trict training) in support of the CISD Learning Framework.

• Model and promote opportunities for virtual learning and collaboration in conjunction with 
the work of the Professional Learning Communities.

• Work in collaboration with the campus Digital Learning Coach to facilitate the integration 
of digital content within learning design and assessment.

• Promote risk-taking in a non-threatening atmosphere that allows educators to explore op-
portunities related to the learning environment beyond their comfort zone.

Content (CISD Learning Framework Chapter 3: Curriculum)

• Model and promote the implementation of district curriculum as articulated in scope and 
sequence documents organized as Stage I of Understanding by Design (UbD).

• Participate in the review and revision process of the district curriculum resources.

• Communicate and clarify curriculum-related information and updates from TEA, Region 
10, national and state professional organizations, College Board, and/or The International 
Baccalaureate with educators as appropriate.

 

Direct Instruction (CISD Learning Framework Chapter 4: Design)

• Provide regular, descriptive feedback to educators related to lesson design.

• Seek out, organize, and design professional learning experiences for educators to grow in 
the knowledge of inquiry-based teaching strategies based on educator needs assessments/
goal setting.

• Support educators to design learning experiences organized as Stage 3 of UbD, aligned with 
Stages 1 and 2.

• Schedule instructional support persons such as SPED personnel, ESL teacher/facilitator, 
GTi specialist,content directors, librarian, Digital Learning Coach, etc., in order to support 
team goals and student needs. 

• Support department, campus, and district goals through professional learning opportunities 

Formative Assessment (CISD Learning Framework Chapter 5: Assessment)

• Provide regular, descriptive feedback to educators related to assessment.

• Promote risk-taking in a non-threatening atmosphere that allows educators to give and re-
ceive feedback regarding the assessment of learning.
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• Model and promote responsive learning design as a result of data collected in formative and 
summative assessments.

C. Coaching in the Context of District Goals 

Instructional coaches are a vital part of the district’s professional learning plan as they provide 
ongoing professional learning opportunities aligned with the CISD Learning Framework. In-
structional coaches serve as a link between the curriculum department and the campus. By 
assisting in district professional learning and curriculum development, they help support the 
implementation of the district’s mission with a focus on the alignment between the macro- 
and micro-levels curriculum work.

D. Use of an Instructional Coach 

Utilization of instructional coaches may be determined by the following needs:

• Educator request, following informal/formal self-assessment

• Principal, as mentor and guide of campus educators 

• Curriculum Director, as content expert

• Instructional Coach, as partner/equal 
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Section 3

General Roles

“Schools that focus on teacher 
development, data-driven 
instruction, creating a culture 
based on student achievement, and 
setting high expectations 
consistently fare better than 
schools with more resources.” 
- @NMSI



SECTION III – GENERAL ROLES

A.  The Roles of an Instructional Coach

Role #1: A Learning Leader and Facilitator of Learning

Instructional coaches model and facilitate learning opportunities for campus staff including:

• Engaging in continuous learning through professional development opportunities and pro-
fessional reading to build capacity

• Practicing and reflecting about learning

• Designing and leading job-embedded, formal and informal professional learning

• Supporting the development and implementation of the district and campus professional 
learning plan 

• Fostering an expectation of participation and individual growth from collaboration within 
PLCs

Role #2: Instructional Specialist and Con-
tent Facilitator

Instructional coaches support educators’ implementa-
tion of curriculum and effective learning design through 
strategies including but not limited to:

Curriculum

• participating in the review and revision process of 
the district curriculum resources

• communicating information regarding curriculum 
documents

• fostering a risk-free environment for educators to 
design assessments and learning experiences

• empowering educators to utilize effective formative 
assessment strategies to gain evidence of mastery of 
learning outcomes to determine an accelerated course 
of study or an individual learner’s path of study

• utilizing vertical alignment while planning on campus

• supporting educators in using the standards as a primary resource

Learning Design

• building capacity amongst educators to understand inquiry-based learning and instruction

• encouraging educators to design constructivist learning experiences, knowing these support 
higher order thinking and deeper understanding

• empowering educators to utilize appropriate curriculum bundling to maximize opportuni-
ties for the learners in the classroom

• providing experiences for educators to consider various virtual/digital learning environments

• supporting educators in utilizing research based practices such as graphic organizers and 
Thinking Maps that provide opportunities for learners to make meaning of the work

Role #3: Learning Partner

Instructional coaches provide direct support to educators in 
their classrooms through co-planning, co-teaching, and mod-
eling effective instructional strategies (Killion & Harrison, 
2006). Instructional coaches increase the quality and effec-
tiveness of classroom instruction as they partner with educa-
tors by:

•Engaging in the Coaching Cycle (Preconference, Modeling/
Co-Teaching/Observing, Post Conference)

•Co-teaching and modeling strategies and techniques that 
ensure rigorous core instruction for all learners

•Co-planning instructional units with teachers using back-
ward design and effective instructional practices

•Observing teachers and providing feedback with a focus on 
students’ academic achievement

•Conducting teacher-driven conversations to promote reflec-
tion and to identify next steps

• Providing timely and specific feedback that helps adult learners grow and improve their in-
structional practices
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B. The Roles of a Campus Administrator

Role #1: Communicator 

Campus administrators build understanding of the interconnectedness of the coaching model, 
campus improvement plans, and district initiatives including but not limited to:

• Articulating the purpose and components of the instructional coaching model to staff

• Promoting, supporting, and sustaining the instructional coaching model

• Leading and communicating district and campus initiatives.

• Maintaining the fidelity of the instructional coaching model by supporting all key people to 
align their actions to their appropriate roles and responsibilities

Role #2: Facilitator

Campus administrators plan collaboratively and coordinate professional learning by:

• Fostering a safe and trusting environment built on confidentiality and respect

• Aligning professional learning with the campus and district goals and improvement plans

• Intentionally creating conditions for teachers to access the instructional coaching model

Role #3: Instructional Leader

Campus administrators support coaches and teachers in the instructional coaching model by:

• Implementing and sustaining the campus and district initiatives

• Scheduling, planning, and facilitating regular meetings with an instructional leadership team 
to examine data and assist in campus-wide planning and learning opportunities 

• Advocating for student learning based on data to improve instruction

• Sharing best practices and current research

• Committing to meet regularly with the instructional coach to reflect and support his or her 
personal growth

• Promoting and modeling continuous learning through engaging in professional reading and 
learning opportunities

Role #4: Supervisor

Campus administrators support, supervise, and evaluate the instructional coach by:

• Clearly communicating the expectations with the instructional coach regarding the instruc-
tional coaching model

• Ensuring the coach complies with campus and district expectations of the role and job re-
sponsibilities

• Providing timely feedback through observations and dialogue that allow for ongoing profes-
sional growth 

• Informing the curriculum department of curricular, instructional, and coaching concerns

• Evaluating the instructional coach using the district approved evaluation instrument

Role #5: District Partner

Campus administrators foster a shared responsibility between the campus and district by:
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• Attending and participating in district meetings and professional learning sessions that sup-
port the work of the instructional coaching model

• Synthesizing and applying the learning through providing job-embedded campus profes-
sional  development for teachers and staff

• Scheduling timely opportunities for the instructional coach to communicate curricular and 
instructional updates to educators and staff

• Ensuring the responsibilities and the role of the administrator are carried forth to guarantee 
the fidelity of the instructional coaching model

• Fostering a partnership between campus and district through healthy communication

C. The Roles of a Curriculum Director

Role #1: Communicator

Curriculum directors build understanding of the interconnectedness of the instructional coach-
ing model, campus improvement plans, and district initiatives by:

• Articulating the purpose and components of the instructional coaching model

• Leading and communicating to instructional coaches, administrators, and directors the dis-
trict initiatives about the instructional coaching model

• Maintaining the fidelity of the instructional coaching model by supporting alignment be-
tween actions and the designated roles and responsibilities for themselves and the instruc-
tional coach.

Role #2: Facilitator

Curriculum directors plan collaboratively and coordinate professional learning by:

• Fostering a safe and trusting culture for continuous growth

• Supporting the instructional coaching model

• Facilitating instructional coach meetings

• Aligning professional learning with the campus and district goals and improvement plans

Role #3: Instructional Leader

Curriculum directors support instructional coaches, administrators, and directors in the in-
structional coaching model by:

• Supporting implementation and sustainment of district initiatives

• Advocating for learning design that is based on data to improve instruction

• Sharing and modeling research-based best practices to support instructional coach imple-
mentation of job-embedded professional learning at the campus level (e.g. district profes-
sional learning, learning walks, instructional coach meetings)

• Committing to meet with the instructional coaches to reflect and support his or her role

• Empowering and building capacity in instructional coaches’ practices

• Promoting and modeling continuous learning through engaging in professional learning op-
portunities

• Completing the Coaching Cycle (Preconference, Modeling/Co-Teaching/Observing, Post 
Conference)
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Role #4: Campus Partner

Curriculum directors foster a shared responsibility between campuses and the district to know 
every student by name and need, and respond to those needs by including but not limited to:

• Collaborating with and supporting the instructional coach in planning targeted professional 
learning based on campus needs

• Communicating curricular and instructional updates to instructional coaches, administra-
tors, and other directors in a timely manner

• Ensuring the responsibilities and the role of the coordinator are carried forth to guarantee 
the fidelity of the instructional coaching model

• Fostering a partnership between campus and district

D. The Roles of a Classroom Educator

All educators can benefit from working with an instructional coach, from the experienced to 
the novice educator, and from the generalist to the content expert. By engaging in a profes-
sional collaborative relationship with an instructional coach, an educator will benefit from just-
in-time support, formally and informally, in order to improve practice.

Role #1: Instructor

Educators reflect, refine and implement effective instructional practices to increase learner 
achievement by:

• Aligning instruction to standards (written, taught and assessed curriculum)

• Effectively identifying and responding to a learner’s needs

• Collaborating with instructional coach

• Collaborating with campus teams

Role #2: Learner

Educators engage in continuous learning by:

• Participating in all relevant learning opportunities supported by the instructional coach (e.g. 
collaboration time, campus-based professional learning, one-to-one coaching, co-planning 
with the coach, book studies)

• Creating learning goals consistent with campus and district expectations

• Exploring, implementing, and adhering to best practices

• Learning and implementing differentiated learning strategies

• Initiating opportunities to collaborate with an instructional coach to support successful im-
plementation of instructional best practices

Role #3: Learning Partner

Educators engage in professional collaborative relationships including but not limited to:

• Fostering a safe, trusting environment with peers and coach

• Participating actively in the coaching process 

Role #4: Assessor

Educators participate in data conversations that influence instructional decisions by:

• Creating and analyzing formative and summative assessment data to guide instruction for all 
students

• Knowing every child by name and need to systematically monitor growth over time

• Participating actively in the coaching process
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Section 4

Campus Implementation

“When teachers are working 
together, they can do powerful 
things to improve their own 
teaching, and in turn, improve 
student learning.”

- Robert John Meehan



SECTION IV – CAMPUS IMPLEMENTATION 
OF THE COACHING MODEL
 

The District supports partnerships between educators as they collaborate and reflect 
on their goals for classroom practice. Educators refine their practice by actively partici-
pating in collective inquiry and action research within professional learning communi-
ties. We have a shared responsibility for each student’s learning and growth through the follow-
ing understandings:

• Participation in instructional coaching is most effective when the purpose of coaching, as 
well as the roles of coaches, administrators, and educators, are clearly articulated and com-
municated

• The instructional coaching model is most effective in improving achievement when a vari-
ety of data sources are used to guide campus decisions

• Knowledge and experiences are built around the standards (written, taught, and assessed 
curriculum)

A.  Implementation

Campuses implement instructional coaching through a process such as the following:

• Administrative team communicates the purpose and the roles of instructional coaches and 
how the coaching model supports improvement of student achievement

• Instructional and administrative staff review relevant data and the campus improvement 
plan to determine campus focus for coaching through the decision-making process

• Coaches and administrators participate in district training relevant to instructional coach-
ing

Throughout the implementation of coaching at a campus, coaches are able to:

• Work with educators to align learning design to standards

• Facilitate and participate in learning walks to see and learn from other classrooms (within 
and between campuses)

• Work with collaborative groups to examine learner work and plan instruction

• Attend all coaching trainings and share information and strategies with the campus instruc-
tional leadership team and campus staff

• Helps to establish shared vocabulary, background knowledge and experiences, and collabora-
tive relationships

• Provide opportunities to engage with educators through the coaching process

• Collaborate with the campus instructional leadership team to establish a plan/timeline for 
professional learning

• Adapt to changing needs of learners and educators

B. Assessment of Effectiveness

Campuses assess the instructional coaching model by consistently identifying ways in which 
the model is effective and determining areas of growth through a variety of data sources such 
as:

• Campus instructional surveys/focus groups that allow staff to share successes and challenges 
that have occurred during the year in supporting student learning as a direct impact of the 
coaching model

• Personal reflection on behalf of the instructional coach that leads to further development of 
the coaching model through an instructional coach reflection tool

• Analysis of learner performance data as it relates to the campus improvement plan

The campus instructional leadership team collects and analyzes the data sources to revise and 
sustain the implementation of the instructional coaching model through a reflective process.
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Section 5

District Training and Support

“Coaching has enabled me to 
become more self aware and 
recognize and build upon my 
strengths, giving me greater 
confidence in my work setting.”

- Educator



SECTION V – DISTRICT TRAINING AND 
SUPPORT FOR INSTRUCTIONAL COACHES

A. District Training 

Instructional coaches collaboratively engage in regular professional learning facilitated by cur-
riculum directors to build the collective capacity with content area knowledge, coaching skills, 
and instructional strategies. Instructional coaches transfer their shared learning experience 
with their campus instructional leadership team and other campus staff for successful imple-
mentation. 

B. Support for Coaches

Learning Teams

Instructional coaches collaboratively engage in small teams each month to foster continuous 
learning and build a shared mindset district-wide. These opportunities may include:

• Targeted learning walks across campuses and content areas

• Group or triad coaching to practice coaching language and skills

• Observations of other instructional coach's delivery of professional learning opportunities 
and engagement in reflective conversations that result in growth

• Professional reading and structured reflective conversations

• Mentorship within the group for new instructional coaches

• Plan and/or co-facilitate professional learning opportunities within the team
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Section 6

Resources

Every teacher needs to improve, 
not because they are not good 
enough, but because they can be 
even better. 

- Dylan Wiliam



SECTION VI – INSTRUCTIONAL COACH-
ING RESOURCES

A. The Coaching Cycle 

The coaching cycle is an effective means for an instructional coach to target educator improve-
ment. Educators and coaches work together in an effort to improve professional skills and 
achieve a specific goal. The role of the coach in a coaching cycle is to determine the most ap-
propriate method of coaching and help guide the educator through self-reflection and profes-
sional growth.

B. Providing Effective Feedback 

In order for educator effectiveness to increase, constructive feedback should be provided regu-
larly to educators as part of their relationship with an instructional coach. Feedback given to 
educators should be high quality. 

Feedback Essentials: 

1. Goal-referenced: Feedback should be focused on a goal that is collaboratively set between 
the educator and instructional coach.

2. Actionable: Feedback should include next steps that may be carried out by the educator.

3. User-friendly: Feedback should be phrased in a way that is easily understood. 

4. Timely: Feedback should be provided as soon as possible. 

5. Ongoing: Feedback should be connected to previous coaching conversations, related to 
classroom implementation, and continuous throughout the coaching cycle. 

6. Consistent: Teachers need feedback that is stable, accurate, and trustworthy. When provid-
ing feedback, here are a few guidelines to consider:

• Begin with the positives. Point out what the educator and students did well. 

• Be objective. Stick to the data and evidence that you have gathered. 

• Probe to go deeper by asking the educator questions that promote thinking and re-
flection.

C. Questioning Stems for Coaching and Teaching 

1. What might be some strategies you have tried before that were successful? 

2. What are some connections between this goal and the standards? 

3. What seems most useful in this situation? 

4. What might be some of your choices?

5. In what ways might you sequence those ideas? 

6. What are some specific patterns or trends you are noticing? 
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7. How did the lesson compare to how you planned it? 

8. What do you think might have been going on for students during the lesson? 

9. What are some criteria you used to decide about using manipulatives in this lesson? 

10. How might you summarize that student’s thinking on this task? 

( ( ( ( ( ( ( ( (Bay-Williams & McGatha, 2015)
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“Coaching is about helping you 
think more deeply about your 
work, organize your thoughts, set 
your own goals, and develop a plan 
to meet those goals.” 

-Nina Morel
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